Interlocking-clipping technique for giant aneurysms of the internal carotid artery: technical case report.
Direct clipping of giant intracranial aneurysms is sometimes difficult. A unique technique using multiple fenestrated clips for closing a giant aneurysm is described. A 65-year-old woman presented with a 10-month history of headache and gait disturbance. Cerebral angiography disclosed an unruptured giant aneurysm of the right internal carotid artery. Surgical exposure confirmed the presence of a giant aneurysm with the splaying and incorporation of the parent artery and a number of perforating arteries originating from the dome. Four angled and three straight fenestrated clips were applied in tandem to the aneurysm to reconstruct the parent artery and preserve the perforating vessels. Through their blades and heads, the closely arranged clips were successfully interlocked. This "interlocking-clipping" technique is a modification of the tandem clipping technique. The aim of this approach is to enhance closing pressure and allow a more stable "seating" of the clips in giant cerebral aneurysms.